
“Strategy is all about survival and perceptions” 
                                                                   Trout.

The COT numbers calculated into the index 

registered [-21.6%] this week. This is a stunning 

decline as the number comes off of an already 

reduced COT number. With QE infinity underway, 

I would have expected a far higher number.

This week, as last week, I shall be long Puts in 

order to try and capitalise on the weakness in the 

market, looking for a decline.

A little speculation is in order with regard to the 

COT number. I have maintained that the fiscal 

cliff is in reality no big deal, that it will be resolved 

prior to the final denouement. The COT number 

argues to the contrary. The COT number argues 

for no action, viz. long positions, until the long 

position is supported by an agreement to avert 

fiscal cliff fallout.

We saw weakness in the market from Wednesday, 

the highs being sold down. The sell-off intensified 

into Thursday where most of the damage was 

done and continued Friday [today]. 

With a weekly system, the disadvantage lies in 

constantly being required to reset positions. The 

advantage lies in... constantly resetting positions. 

This week again, we are looking to sell strength 

on any bounce.

Technicals

To find a possible/probable pullback point, I go to 

the short term charts on a five day time frame. 

Once again we are looking at the $144.oo level, 

which suggests a bounce after an opening dip, 

that might run into mid-week [Wednesday]  once 

again. The later in the week the position is added, 

greater allowance must be made to the resistance 

level. This is not an exact science. If the bounce 

carries to Wednesday, then, adjust from $144.oo 

to about $143.60, which is the level I pegged last 

week.

Trade

Again I will look at a PUT bear vertical spread. 

This spread allows options to be utilised in a swing 

trading style with a reasonable probability [if the 

timing is accurate] to make money on the trade.

The trade:

Sell -1 SPY Dec12 143 Put $0.00 $0.00

Buy 1 SPY Dec12 144 Put $0.37 $37.00
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Disclaimer:
The information found in this report should not be considered to be investment advice. Any investment decisions you make should 
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Price Profit / Loss ROI %

106.58 $63.00         170.27%

120.67 $63.00         170.27%

135.50 $63.00         170.27%

143.00 $63.00         170.27%

143.63 $0.00    0.00%

144.00 ($37.00)  -100.00%

150.33 ($37.00)  -100.00%

165.17 ($37.00)  -100.00%

180.00 ($37.00)  -100.00%

If the trade sets up, there is a good r/r set-up and 

return on capital.

Macro

As already indicated from the COT numbers, the 

market would seem to be indicating a requirement 

for proof on the fiscal cliff. Add to that the Federal 

Reserve’s commitment to QE Infinity via $45 

billion bond purchases/month and I don’t see the 

market swooning too far, or for too long.

The commitment to open ended monetary 

creation is tied to the unemployment rate of 

6.5%. If the unemployment rate was simply a 

function of monetary expansion then this policy 

could be understood. However it is not. Inflation 

when it works, creates asset bubbles. There is 

already one asset bubble waiting to pop, Treasury 

bonds. It could be argued that the stock market 

is another. That is probably true. Neither will pop 

while monetary policy is this expansionary. 

In summary, this week, due to a weak COT 

number, I am expecting the market to be weak 

and to position short on any bounces to the $144.

oo area. Longer term I expect the fiscal cliff to 

resolve and QE Infinity to fuel higher asset prices.

Until next week, jog on
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